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England: a fondness for musical soirees or an English Christmas dinner in a
temperature of a hundred degrees:
"The governor's wife has recently received a Broadwood grand piano from
England •••
"Miss Wilhelmina Matthews will perform a new sonata for pianoforte by
Mr._Iauac Nathan(2) and an arrangement of La Sonambula, souvenir de
by Mr. W. Vincent-vfallace in a concert at Government House next 1>1eek.
Madame Hilda Riley will sing arias from Mr. Mendelssohn's Elijah and also
Songs of Home by I"'r. Thomas Baker.•\ 1)
Settlers, both wealthy and poor alike, clung to familiar European concepts
of what makes a song, a sonata or an evening of music-hall on the gold
fields. Only the literature, the spoken language, dress, certain architecture
and paintings reflected a radically changed environment. This is
understandable. As art forms they are less abstract than music and
mutations are more easily observed. A composition was not thought
respectable unless it replicated the successful formulae of works from
abroad. Intimidated, skilled musicians produced dull, fashionable
stereotypes, although a history of 'tinkle' music and conservatism is not
peculiar to Australia.
It is unfortunate that geographic isolation did not bring a sense of
adventure, and ironic that since radio, television and the jet, our closer
physical contacts with Ee.st and West have encouraged individual artists to
ignore current fashions if it suits them.
The inherent danger of such freedohl to choose and reject is a tendency to
reject rather than choose.
it is naturel for the .Australian
composer to assimilate Eastern ideas and techniques, it is ridiculous to
pretend that, by doing so, he or she can eschew the European tradition. Our
civilisation, whether we like it or not, is solidly European in origin. An
umbrella rejection of that inheritance would be artificial and dishonest .
This temptation to forget the knife and fork applies to European or American
artists as much as to Australians at a time when the western world seems
fascinated by all aspects of oriental culture. It should perhaps be pointed
out that, in terms of ethnomusicology and its effect upon composition,
Australia, and more particularly
University, anticipated this trend
a decade before the rest of the vmrld.
A potentially greater danger than the denial of one heritage is the simple

fusion of two or whatever nQmber is involved. The superficiality of an
instant mix of East and liest could lead to 'Hong-Kong-Hollywood' pastiche ·
or, as happened in one Far Eastern
My Fair LaQy harmonised in root
positions only. Extreme examples certainly, but the fact that they can occur,
like unplanned 'mickey-mousing' in a film, is
Are there any characteristics which could justify the term
Australian music'? It would seem more logical to describe characteristics
of individual Australian composers, because identity springs from not one
but many schools, or alternatively, remains too personal and idiosyncratic
for a rag bag of labels.
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It is true that a growing number of cOQposers f avour the Polish (?) fashion
for protracted clusters, an absence of rhythm and melody creating a sense of
timelessness. Cynics would call it stasis. This method, aided by the elasticity
of proportional notation, has a strong following partly because of its lack
of specificity.
The listener may be directed (usually by the title of the piece) to link sound
patterns with visQql images of events in Australian history or aspects of the
landscape etc.. ,\.n impressionist technique, though it me..y be visually
evocative, does not insure rw.tional charactoristics in the rausic, thol.].gh it
may \iell be a characteristic of the composer, as it was with Debussy or Ravel.
Similarly, an electronic, Bixed media or music/theatre work lihich contains
explicit textual, visual references to the colmtry (perhaps including an
ensemble of didgeridoos, recorded sounds of dingoes howling, film of .Ayers
Rock or Indonesian gongs amongst the violins) does not automatically inply an
Australasian technique of composition.
It is
and perverse that, at a time when nationalisu is losing its
significance, certain
composers should feel an obligation to prove
'ethnicity 1 • Possibly vrhen there have been several generations of Australian
composers, instead of tvro or three, or when we can feel more secure about
remaining in home territory to live, study and compose, the uneasy search for
a cohesive, 'national' school will cease.
If it is the function of living Australian composers to serve as guinea-pigs
for the future, so be it. Personally, I believe that the diversity of styles
which flourish at present is healthier than a state of uniformity .(3)
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ALISON BAULD

(1)

Fictional examples.

(2)

Isaac Nathan (1790- 1864) is generally acknowledged as having been the
first professional composer in Australia.

(3)

For further information on contemporary music in Australia and details
of the nost important Australian composers see J am.es rllurdoch,
Australia's Contemporary Composers (London 1972).

